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Faculty votes being tabulated
by John Ruhl and
DianeMoormeier

The faculty senate has almost
completed tabulation of the
votes concerning its own re-

construction, according to

Thomas Hamilton, chairman of
the faculty senate reconstruction committee.
"We haven't got them all tabulated yet, because of the slow

inter-office mail deliveries, but

it's fairly close between two
of the options," he said.
FACULTY members recently
were given nine options to restructure the faculty senate "to
best represent the faculty in
speaking to University matters
of faculty concern," according
to the report of the faculty senate reconstruction committee.
Votes were to be turned in by
last Friday.
Options 1-C and 3-C have the
most votes so fa r, Hamilton

—

photo by arm standaert

JOANNE KIESEL, TERESA MORAN and Steve Hooper hand
pamphlets to an interested customer while manning a CARE
booth. Spurs, A phi O's, I.X.'s, I.K. Little Sisters and Burgundy Bleus will be manning the booth, located on the ninth
floor of Frederick and Nelson's downtown, every weekend
until Christmas. Service organizations throughout the city
will also be working at the booth.

Present grading system
on review tomorrow

S.U. students and faculty will numerical system using quarter
have an opportunity to express points: 4:00, 3.75, 3.50, 3.25, 3.00,
their attitudes toward the pres- 2.75 etc.
ent grading structure and their
THE THIRD option calls for a
preferences for possible alternumerical system using tenth
native systems this week.
A poll of students will be held percentage ponnts: 4.00, 3.90,
in all classes tomorrow. Survey 3.80, 3.70, 3.60, 3.50, 3.40, 3.30,
forms will be distributed by 3.20, 3.10, 3.00, 2.90 etc.
Space is also provided on the
teachers and picked up during
class periods. Students who do form for write-in alternatives.
Faculty members will be
not get forms in class may pick
them up at the Registrar's of- polled through on-campus mail
fice tomorrow and Thursday.
with a similar form. Data obtained in the study will be used
THE QUESTIONNAIRE asks by the GradingReview Commitstudents if they think the present tee to develop proposals which
letter grading system should be will eventually be submitted to
revised. For those who favor a the Academic Council for action.
change, three alternative sysThe study has been endorsed
by the Academic Vice President
tems are proposed.
The first option is to retain and the academic deans. Comletter grades but to assign one- mittee chairman is John R. Talethird point values to plus and vich, journalismchairman.Memminus grades. Under this form- bers are Dr. Thomas W. Cunula A-4.00, A-minus-3.66, B-plus- ningham, psychology chairman;
3.33, B-3.00, B-minus-2.66, etc.
L. GeorgeJeannot, assistant theThe second option would abol- ology professor, and Rich Otto,
ish letter grades in favor of a student senate member.

Marathon chess
Leo Stesurak, S.U.s number
one chess player, will play simultaneous matches with anyone who is interested tomorrow
at 2 p.m. in the Bellarmine Chez
Moi.
All those who are interested
should bring their board.

said.
OPTION 1-C would have the
Faculty Senate "seek to obtain changes" in its own structure so that it would have power to legislate educational policies and faculty codes and to
advise in other University op-

The

erations.
The educational policies are
defined to mean the major
University policy pertaining to
objectives, admission requirements, standards of scholarship,
curriculum, and other academic
affairs within the aims and purposes of the University.
The faculty codes are defined
as rank, tenure, duties and responsibilities of the University
faculty as delineated in the University statutes.
Option 3-C is nearly identical
to M3
but would also have
"some national organization represent the faculty as exclusive
bargaining agent with the University."
The national organization
would either be the American
Federation of Teachers, the
American Association of University Professors or the Association of Higher Education.
OTHER options include: that
the faculty senate continue to

operate as it has in the past
under Univers'W statutes; that
the faculty senate simply be dissolved; that the faculty senate
become an exclusive bargaining

agent independent of statutory
control for the faculty and enter into collective negotiations
with the University; that the
faculty senate be dissolved and
that an organization with ties
to some national organization
represent the faculty as exclusive bargaining agent with the

University.
THAT THE faculty senate
should continue to operate as it
has in the past and a separate
independentlocalorganization be
formed to act as exclusive bargaining agent with the University; that the faculty senate
should continue to operate as
it has in the past in addition to
a local organization with ties
to some national organization
to represent the faculty as exclusive bargaining agent with the
University; that the faculty senate establish legislative power
in the educational policy and
faculty codes and advisory and
consultative powers in other
areas of University operations.
And that in addition a separate
independent local organization
be formed to act as exclusive
bargaining agent with the University.
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Instructor's sculpture depicts
Transfiguration of Christ'

meet set

month.
Chess club members expect
about 30 people to challenge
Stesurak.
All the boards will be set up
at the same time. Stesurak will
make his move as he passes by.
His challenger must make his
move at the same time as well.

—
Marvin Herard with the Transfiguration

by Ginny Wolfe
This was the problem faced
How does one go about solv- by Marvin Herard of the fine
STESURAK, anationally
ranked player, placed second in
CHALLENGERS are allowed ing the problem of creating a arts department last February.
sculpture capable of epitomizing
the Seattle Open Chess tourna- three passes.
the
NorthThe
is
to
the indescribable transfiguration
FALL QUARTER last year
open
and
second
in
tournament
ment
of Christ?
Herard made a Tabernacle for
west Open held in Seattle last anyone.
St. Martin's College chapel in
Olympia. This year, they again
employed his talents, this time
for an art work depicting
Christ's transfiguration, to acTotal grants received by S.U. made by James B. Scroggs, Se- company the Tabernacle.
S.U. has received $5,250 from
The overall design of the
the Sears-Roebuck Foundation, from the foundation now amount attle catalog order generalmanmarking the 11th year that the to $44,350, not including other ager of Sears, Roebuck and Co., sculpture is that of a golden
foundationhas contributed to the substantial amounts given to and W. G. Casterline, Pacific section rectangle which consists
University.
S.U. in previous years by Sears, Northwest area regionaldirector of a square and a rectangle. The
of the Sears-Roebuck Founda- diptych section, or two part
According to the Very Rev. Roebuck and Co.
Nationally, private colleges tion.
panel, represents Christ's duo
Louis B. Gaffney, S.J., UniverIn addition to its unrestricted nature.
sity president, $3,450 has been and universities will receive $1
The rectangle, which contains
earmarked for the Stabilization million in unrestricted grants and college library grant proFund Campaign and $1,800 for from Sears. An additional gift grams, the Sears Foundation a figure of Christ, represents
of $500,000 is earmarked nation- this year will invest slightly His physical nature, a lamb to
the A. A. Lemieux Library.
THE UNIVERSITY is among ally for a program to assist col- more than $750,00 in various ed- symbolize His mission and two
950 private, accredited two and lege and university libraries ucational programs. This will circles, symbolic of the circle of
four-year institutions, nine in with their book acquisition bud- bring the total expenditures of life, the halo and the globe,
the foundation on higher educa- meaning kingly power.
Washington, who are sharing$1,- gets.
500,000 in Sears Foundation
tion to more than $2.2 million
presentation
THE
DEVOTED TO Christ's spirCHECK
was
for
1972.
funds.

University awarded Sears grant

photo by ginny

wol/c

itual nature is the square, which
is a symbol for God. The forms
within the square are reminiscent of the three tents which the
apostles erected for Moses, Elijah and Christ at the time of
the Transfiguration.
Because they are in groups of
three horizontally,vertically and
diagonally, the forms also symbolize the Trinity. Being of dif-

ferent depths, they represent
spaces that are different and
contradictory, which is symbolic
of man's inability to understand
God, Herard explained.
In order to unite the Tabernacle and the Transfiguration,
Herard incorporated forms he
used on the Tabernacle, such as
the circular knobs, into his new
art work.
Herard's Transfigurationis on
display on the second floor, of
the A. A. Lemieux Library
through this week. It will then
join the Tabernacle in St. Martin's chapel.

Maryknolls work with campus ministry
Fr. Alagna said that Mary"I am encouragedby the re- knoll has contributed to the
sponse of S.U. students to our American Church through an
being present on campus," Fr. awakening and deepeningof the
Frank Alagna, M.M., said. He concept of "mission" in the
and Fr. PhilipD. Wallace, M.M., American Church. He said this
are Maryknollpriests who have feeling of mission exists in a
very real way at S.U.
been working withstudents.
"We feel that our presence on
The priests are part of the
Campus Ministry team which campus is having some sort of
plans and celebrates liturgies influence on the students," said
with the students, conducts re- Fr. Alagna. He continued that
treats and counsels and talks he finds that most of the stuwith students when they need dents want their understanding
help. Fr. Wallace is also con- of the Church deepened. He
ducting a Bible study group and found that the subjects most
is faculty moderator of the students talk about most are interpersonal relations, vocational
I.K.'s.
THE WORK of the Maryknoll concerns and personal identificaHouse is the establishment of tion and fulfillment.
THEMARYKNOLL House was
the Church in new areas and the
serving of it where it is present. the first Catholic Foreign MisThey work toward making the sion Society of America. "We
sign of Christ real to people and have contact with the students
to deepen it where it is real. On because they are our potential
a day to day basis their work Maryknoll missionaries, said
includes direct verbal preaching Fr. Alagna. "They are, in fact,
as well as social action, and the future of the Church. We
working with the government. hope that tomorrow's leaders
by Lyn Kruse

will come from today's students.
"We feel that through our
presence, people might understand a little more deeply and

concern themselves more as a
missionary people and that

Maryknoll might be an option
for some in the future."
In addition to their missionary
work, the Maryknoll House is
concerned with education, health
care, parochial activities and
labor organizations and other
poverty-related problems.
THE MARYKNOLL order was
established in 1911 by the American Bishops with its center in
New York. The society includes
secular priests, brothers and sisters. Its mission has carried its
people to 16 countries, and soon
to another— Malaya.
Other countries with Maryknoll Missions include Kenya,
Uganda, Tanxania, Korea,
Japan, Hong Kong, the Philippines and some Latin American
countries.

letter to editor
from my involvement as a coach wasn't me or my team. We, in
of a women's intramural foot- essence, were cheated.
ball team. The game ended aftIt's because of these reasons
To the editor:
er one period of sudden death that Irefuse to become directly
Iam writing this letter in the with the opposing team being involved with the intramural
interest of furthering the intra- awarded the championship. sports program on this campus.
mural sports program for this However, the final score was six In a personal confrontation with
campus because Ibelieve in the to six. The opposing team was Mr. Crafton, Ibrought it to his
importanceof athletics and com- awarded the championship be- attention that I would not be inpetition. But my letter is one cause they procured more first volved in this program directly.
that is very critical in nature downs than my team did in the His attitude was that of "big
and Isincerely hope my views overtime period. (This rule deal, I don't care really what
will lead to improvement in this alone would not sit at all with you do." But five minutes beprogram.
the pragmatic followers of the fore, Mr. Crafton stated that he
The main problem with the game of football.)
wants his program open to all
program lies in the students who
But my contention of poor of- students and he wants all sturun the program. The problem ficiating and poor rules does not dents to become involved. Do
in running the programefficient- end there. During regulation these attitudes really mesh?
ly rests with those students who time, my team was in the scorIt seems to me that Mr. Crafofficiate the intramurals games. ing position but time ran out be- ton is defeatinghis own purpose.
Iknow most of the students who fore they could score. It is a He cannot and will not accept
do officiate these games and I rule of intramural football criticism of his program and his
hope they understand that what games that each team is al- officials when such criticism
I'm about to sayis not meant to lowed to call two time-outs in could be utilized and be very,
be personal, but Iquestion their the final two minutes of the very helpful to his program. All
competency when it comes to of- game. We were allowed one Iwant to know is what is with
ficiating any game of any sport time-out but never allowed our these intramural officials, the
and Iventure so far as to ques- second because Mr. Crafton, people who can really hinder
tion their knowledge of the re- through his amazing work in sports if they are not careful?
spective sports offered to every keeping game records, mainIwill welcome Mr. Crafton's
student by the intramural sports tained that we had called our response to these charges.
program.
Hopefully,
two time-outs.Somebody messed
Nicholas A. Beritich, Jr.
Iwill substantiate my charges up somewhere and Iknow it
directed at Mr. Crafton (student
director of intramural sports) on
GEORGE'S Tops 24 Restaurant
the basis of two personal experiences with this program.Iwould
at 9th & Madison
also like to point out at this juncPROUDLY PRESENTS
ture that Ihad been involved in
competitive sports for six years
"THE PLATANIAS TRIO"
prior to my coming to S.U. and
Nightly
8:30 to 1 :45 Sun., 6:30 to I1 :45
adequate
Tues.-Sat..
I believe Ihave an
knowledge of what is proper and
just when it comes to sports of-

poor officiating

—

GEORGE'S TOPS 24
Restaurant
—

ficiating.
Last year, Iplayedintramural
basketball and Idistinctly remember an incident that can
only be termed as a blatant exhibition of officiating ignorance.
During the course of the game,
Isustained an ankle injury that
had me on crutches for a week.
The injury was caused by an opposing player who accidentally
tripped me from behind. Injuries
are part of the game and one
must accept them. However,
when a foul should have been
called on that player for tripping

me, the officials awarded the
ball to the opposing team because Iwas called for a travelinginfraction. Keep this in mind,
those officials were messing
around (as they always do) at
the far end of the court away
from the action when they made

this brilliant call.
A more recent experience with
these great game officials comes
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5 Point Drive In Cleaners
A Complete, Modern Plant
ASK FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT
For 21 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.
EA 4-4112

Right across from the "Chief"

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL

. . . $2.66
Front End Alignment . . . $7.95
Lube & Oil Special
(4 qts. oil)

Retread Snow Tires
(AllSizes)

2 for $24.24

and 2 recappable tires off your car plus
Fed. ExciseTax.White Walls $1.50 more

Goodyear Downtown

Broadway & Madison
Suite 202
322-9891

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

photoby ginny wolfe

These campus specials available at the

#

: LSAT :
A
W

Fr.Phil Wallace, M.M.

SAVE 25% ON
CHAINS

Free Parking at Bth & Madison

Collegiate
Barber Shop
,

—

Since 1938

329-1980

#
#

0K
TIRE STORE
one block from SU campus

1215 E. Union

EA 5-4312

GOODfYEAR
WE ONLYMAKE*

& OFFOLYGIAS TIMES

—

For skiers and
nonskiers alike
a section devoted to
the growing sport of
skiing!

The Spectator/Tuesday,Dec. 5,1972/
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Cross country touring good way

for skiers

to 'get

Getting back to nature has its
possibilities for skiers as well as
hiking and camping enthusiasts.
The alternative to crowded
runs, expensive overnight lodging and long drives to the most
popular resorts is cross-country
touring.
Unlike resort skiing you don't
have to travel to any well-known
skiing place. When winter sets
in there's snow almost everywhere in the Washington mountains. Ski where you choose
along a riverbed,powerline
right-of-way or ask permission
to cross a farmer's field.
The gear is specially adapted
to going uphill as well as down.
You need lighter, narrower skis
and longpoles. The boots are so
flexible you can wear them out
of the ski shop. The entireoutfit
weighs six to 12 pounds, about13
pounds less than downhill gear.

—

CROSS COUNTRY SKIS:
There are three types. Racing
skis were designed for rapidly
traveling packed trails. There's
no cutting out on your own except on the most gentle terrain

under the most favorable conditions. Racing skis are less than
two inches wide and weigh about
three and a half pounds a pair.

bock

thr^e ski types is usually wood.
Hard durable skis edged with
lignostone (compressed beech
wood) or plastic are the best
quality and worth the added
price. The new wood-metal-fiberglass construction should
wear better than wood and cut
the cost of wax so necessary in
cross-country skiing. Skis cost
$35-40 a pair of either construction.
Wax produces mobility in both
holding still when stopped and
glide when starting. Proper waxing helps you manage even fairly steep slopes by stepping
straight ahead. The challenge
of waxing is to pick the right
wax to suit your skis to the
temperature and snow conditions
of the moment— which change
continually.
To do it right, apply a base

of wax to seal and protect
the wood. Then apply bind to
hold the running wax that produced the actual skiing surface.
The last layer depends on the
conditions of the day and slope.
Ordinarily apply a hard wax for
dry snow that hasn't thawed or
refrozen. When the snow is wet
or crusted use "klister" (Norcoat

wegian for "sticky") wax. Wax

manufacturers and ski magazine

Fast enough for racing for fun charts list many alternatives,
and strong enough for most but opinions vary from expert to
cross country conditions, light expert.
touring skis are a little wider
and sturdier than racing skis.
SIZING SKIS. For best use,
For backpackingor mountain- they should just touch the wrist
eering, experts recommend the when the
arm is extended over
still wider and heavier general- the
People light for their
head.
generaltouring skis. Though
touring skis are easy to learn height may want a slightly shorton, they are a little heavy for er ski, heavier persons, longer
long-rangetouring.
ones.

to nature'
neither stiff when flattened
against snow (or the salesroom
floor) nor too flexible where they
will bow making maneuvering
difficult.

Learning to tour is a lot like
becoming a beginning skier
again. Manyof the "techniques"
used on the beginner's slope are
applicable on the open terrain.

TECHNIQUE. Forward motion on level or slightly hilly
ground is done by pushing one
ski ahead and pulling with the
alternate pole. Then shift your
weight onto the other ski and
glide. Move along with a pushing-gliding stride, swingingarms
and legsalternately.
If going uphill gives you the
slip, put the skis in a V position,
tails together, tips out, dig in
with the inside edges of the skis
and use your poles to pull you
up.
If it's too slippery or you're
tired, side step uphill by turning
perpendicular to the slope. Step
uphill with the uphill ski followedby the lower ski. It's slow
but sure progress.
Downhill you can point one ski
in the direction you want to go
then lift and place the other next
to it. Or, "snowplow" by placing edges dug into the snow.
Lean on the ski you want to go
downhill.
Distribute your weight equally
—
in the snowplow to stop or use
the "perfectly honorable" method of falling down to go downhill. To fall right, crouch and
drag your hands in the snow to
cut your speed. Then, like the
guy on the tricycle on LaughIn, fall over sideways.

—
Washington a skier's paradise
— photo by ginny wolfe

Seattle skiers live in a veritable winter wonderland as
there are several excellent skiing areas within easy driving
distance. Listed below are several with information about facilities, services and prices.
Snoqualmie: Located 47 miles
east of Seattle on Highway 99, it
has five double chairs, four pomas and rope tows. Rates are
$5.50 for a weekend chair ticket, $4.50 weekdaysor $4.25 nights
or half days. Rope tickets are
$2.50 or $2. The area has two

miles northeast of Seattle on
U.S. Highway 2, it has five
chairs, 14 rope tows. Rates are
$6.50 and $4.50 nights. Facilities

ends. Facilities include a coffeeshop, Bierstube and nursery.
Alpental: Located one mile
from Snoqualmie, it has four
chairs, one T-bar. Rates are
$5.50 weekdays, $6.50 weekends
and $4 nights. Facilities include
a restaurant, bar, ski lockers
and skilessons.
Crystal: Located 68 miles
southeast of Seattle, it has five
double chairs, one T-bar and
rope tows. Rates are $5.50 week-

are:
Grouse Mt.: About four miles
north of Vancouver, it has four

include coffee shop, restaurant,
nursery, church, bar, ski lock-

ers. Lessons available.
Yodelin: Located one and a
half miles east of Stevens Pass,

it has two double chairs, rope
tow. Rates are $5.50 daily, $3.50
half days. Facilities include restaurant and bar. Lessons available.
White Pass: Located 105 miles
day lodges with a coffee shop, southeast of Seattle on U.S.
restaurant, cafeterias, nursery, Highway 12, it has three double
church and ski lockers. Lessons chairs, one poma, one rope tow.
are available.
Rates are $6.50 daily, $3 nights,
Ski Acres. Just east of Sno- and $4.50 half days. Facilities
qualmie, the area has five dou- include restaurant, bar, swimble chairs, one single chair and ming pool, ski lockers. Lessons
ten rope tows. Rates are $6 available.
daily and $4.25 nights and half
Mt. Baker: Located 152 miles
days. Facilities include a resof Seattle on Highway
taurant, church, nursery, tavern northeast
542, it has four double chairs,
and skilockers. The area is also five rope tows. Rates are $6.50
excellent for snowshoes, snow- daily, $5 half day.
inmobiles or cross country skiing. clude coffee shop,Facilities
restaurant,
Hyak: Fifty miles east of bar. Lessons available.
Seattle, just two miles east of
For the snow connoisseur with
Snoqualmie, the area has three
double chairs, one poma and time on his hands, a weekend
three rope tows. Rates are $3 trip to Canadian slopes might
on weekdays and $5.50 week- be in order. Two excellent areas

chairs, two T-bars, three rope
tows and an aerial tram. Rates
were unavailable. Facilities include coffee shop, restaurant,
nursery, bar, ski shop, ski lock-

ers. Lessons available.
Whistler Mt.: About 70 miles
north of Vancouver, it has a
four-passenger gondola, five
double chairs, two double Tdays, $6 weekends, $5 weekday bars. Rates are $7 weekends, $6

nights, $4 weekend nights and weekdays, $5 half days. Facili$3 half-days. Facilities include ties include coffee shop, restaurcoffee shop, restaurant, bar, ant, bar, nursery, ski shop,
swimming pool, church and nur- beauty parlor, grocery, two
sery. Lessons available.
motels, condominiums. Lessons
Stevens Pass: Located 70 available.
/Tuesday,Dec. 5, 1972/The Spectator
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SKI CONSTRUCTION for all

The skis should be flexible-

Ski club offers ski
lessons at Alpental
by Gary Hanson
Why lock yourself up in your
room on Friday nights and
study? Wouldn't you rather be
skiing? The Ski Club has the
answer to your wishes as they
are once again offering ski lessons and transportation to Alpental Friday nights.
This will be Ski Club's second
year at Alpental.
THE PURPOSE of Ski Club's
programs is not to make money.
All of the programs are offered
at cost.
The program runs for eight
consecutive Friday nights, starting Jan. 12. Lessons run one and
a half hours, allowing plenty of
time for free skiing.
There are also two types of instructional techniques being offered. The standard method
stresses the modified American
technique which incorporates
elements of the revolutionary
French technique.It is great for
intermediate to parallel skiers
who would like to improve their
techniques.
OFTEN STRESSED as the

SKi

Trend is 'color-coordinated' for
fashion conscious skiers today

With snow reaching as near
the Sound as Broadway and
Madison, fashionable skiers are
out the colorful new
(GLM) which is also available. checking
styles
equipment
in
found in the
paralleling
can
be
beginner
The
downtown
stores.
by the end of eight weeks.
Parkas, pants, head gear,
The GLM skier starts with
boots
and even skis can be colorto
and
works
up
three foot skis
coordinated.
full sized skis as he progresses.
THIS SEASON monochromatic
These skis are thicker and wider, providing the skier with outfits are "in". They range
from pewter, a new offering, to
stability. Shorter skis are also red,
and shades of blue.
easier to turn, thus the skier Somepurple
department store buyers
learns faster.
think rhubarb-colored gear may
Alsoincluded in the GLM price make
a comeback.
are skis, boots, poles and lift
More textured fabrics are
tickets.
making their way to the slopes.
Pants,
which are all over-theBUS TRANSPORTATION is
style, come in textured and
also available with the lesson boot patterns,
from corduroy
programs or for those who just woven
are novel
There
to
velour.
Alpental
for
wish to go up to
ribbed knits and men's wear desome recreational sking.
of the luxury ski
Those who are interested in signs. Most made
outfits
are
of imported
pick
to
urged
the program are
European
fabrics.
up a brochure, available around
Color isn't limited to pants or
campus or in Liberal Arts
- 118.
The deadline for sign ups is the shorter, belted parkas. Skis,
at the Ski Club meeting, Jan. 8. made by Head. K-2, Crystal,
There will also be an introduc- Fisher and others, come in
tory lecture during the meeting, shades from red, purple, aqua
by Glenn Young, recreational and white to red-white-and-blue.
And there are color-matched
director at Alpental.
new, fast way to learn is the
Graduated Length Method

equipment

Be prepared for snow country!
soon as there
seems to be slight hint of snow
or breath of winter-type weather
in the air, members of an ancient tribe perform age-old rites
to the snow gods— they buy ski
equipment and sign up for ski
lessons.
The uninitiated, however, may
have problems in deciding on
the right equipment for inauguration to the joys of skiing.
To alleviate this problem, we
have attempted to compile a list
of necessities, as well as a few
luxuries.
Skis, boots and poles are probably the number one necessity.
For the beginner, it might be a
Every year, as

good idea to rent equipment
first, just in case you should
happen to decide that maybe this
isn't the sport for you.
For those who have decided
to buy, though, a ski package
would be your best bet. The
packages, which usually include
skis, poles and bindings, are
designed for the beginner. Most
start as low as $40 or $50. Ski
stores will help with coordinating the equipment.
Wood skis are usually best for
the beginner primarily because
of the low cost and the fact that
beginners are sometimes rough
on skis at first. Later, as you
gain competence, you can move

on to the better quality fiberglass or metal skis.

Nowadays, experts tend to
agree that a shorter ski length
is better. Beginners should use
skis not much higher than the
top of their head as the shorter
skis are easier to handle. The
graduated length method of instruction actually starts beginners with three foot skis.
Boots will be your most important pieces of equipment.
Buckle boots are best and easiest. Good plastic boots are now
being manufactured that will
last several years.
If you plan to spend more
mone money and get a really
good pair, you might consider
foam-fit boots which form to the
shape of your foot? One drawback, though, is that they're
hard to resell because they conform so well to the first owner.
Another alternative, though,
is the flow boot. Each time the
boot is put on, the wearer's body
warmth molds the boot to the
foot's shape. In this way the
boot will form around any foot.
Most important of all, be sure
the boot you buy fits. Make sure
you get a money-back or exchange guarantee just in case.
Release bindings are an important safety feature. Step-in
bindings are recommended by
most people because they are
easy to handle and adjust. Good
bindings should last for years
and can be transferred from one
pair of skis to another.
Poles should be made of sturdy aluminum. For the best
height for you, turn the pole upside down and hold it just above
the basket. Your arm, from
elbow to wrist should now be
parallelwith the floor.
Probably the only necessary
ski apparel is a parka, gloves
or mittens and pants or warm-

ups.

When buying gloves as a beginner, remember that you'll be
using a rope tow a lot, so make
sure they're durable. Mittens
are usually considered warmer
than gloves. A good sturdy pair
will run about $4-$B. The more
expensive ones are usually just
made for looks.
Once you really get into skiing, you can start adding accessories. These may include a ski
sweater, goggles, turtleneck,
long underwear, a boot tree and
a bota bag.
photoby ann standaert
As you advance you'll probBOOTS ARE probably your most important piece of ski ably find more accessories or
equipment.
luxuries to add to the list as well.

—

—
SKI FASHIONS ARE
ing the skis.

—

photoby ann standaert

color-coordinated this year

includ-

showing the cross-country influence, racer pants which
buckle to the boot and overalls
which come in stretch and quilted fabrics. Overalls are worn
OTHER "FASHION right" with matching jackets as are
pants styles include knickers, jumpsuits.
poles as well. Hard shell plastic
boots are very definitely what
skiers are wearing. They range
from blues, blacks and reds to
two-tone red-and white.

Several skiing trips
planned by Ski Club
by Janet Curran
The S.U. Ski Club is offering
its members an exciting season
this year with its plans for
weekend trips and finally its
spring break trip.
The first weekend in February begins with a trip to Mission Ridge, a ski area just outside of Wenatchee in eastern
Washington. The club will be
staying at the Mission Ski
Lodge. The lodge is located five
miles from the ski area and
has six bedrooms, two kitchens,
a large lounge and sleeps up to
35 people.
On St. Patrick's Day, March
17, the club will begin their
spring break with a trip to eith-

er Schweitzer Basin, Idaho or
Banff, Lake Louise, Canada.

Schweitzer Basin is a skier's
paradise in that it is a large
area with good terrain, yet it
is relatively unknown. Thus, the
prices are still reasonable as
compared with other big name
resorts.
The area consists of two ski
bowls served by six double
chairs and numerous T-bars and
rope tows. These lifts zip the
skier up to the summit or back
and forth from basin to basin.
If Schweitzer is chosen, the
club will stay at the Overnighter, a condominium located right
on the mountain. Next to the
Overnighter is the St. Bernard
Keg, strategically placed for
after-skiing fun.
The cost for the trip to Schweitzer which includes transportation by train lodging for six
nights, all meals and lift tickets
is $129.
The prices in Banff, a Canadian town surrounded by three
ski areas, have not been finalized yet. Either area, however,
would provide six days of skiing and nightlife the two necessary components for a good
trip.

—

THE TRIP is limited to 35
people and registration ends
March 5. The choice between
Schweitzer and Banff will be
announced at the next Ski Club
meeting Jan. 8.
The last trip, which winds up
the ski season, is the weekender
to White Pass April 7-8. For the
past two years the club has
stayed in a western villageeight
miles from the ski area.
White Pass is a good area for
spring skiing as there are still
many feet of snow left at that
time. The cost of both weekend
trips, to Mission Ridge and
White Pass, is always under $15.
This includes transportation and
lodging.

Further information on the

Ski Club's activities can be obtained at LA 118 or by calling
Janet Curran. 325-3089 or Gary

Hansen,

325-6823.

Hiyu Coolees
snow hiking
Hiking, believe it or not, is
not just a summer sport and an

S.U. group proves it every year.
Hiyu Coolees, S.U.s hiking
club, plans several winterhikes
during winter quarter. Most are
in the planning stages right now
but they usually have a hike
every other Sunday.
The annual snowshoe hike to
Lake Kachess is probably the

best attended one. The club
rents snowshoes for everyone
and spends a day there.
The hikes are open to everyone. After three to five hikes,
there is usually some sort of

-

initiation.
Sign up sheets are always
posted on the Liberal Arts bul-

letin board for all interested.

Transportation is also provided.
The club hopes to have a definite schedule of winter quarter
hikes out early next quarter.
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'Eastern influences broaden Western concepts'

"The West owes a lot of its
ideas and institutions to Eastern
influence," Dr. Erlinda F. Rustia, associate professor of English, stated recently. "They have
broadened the context and concepts of Western thought."
Dr. Rustia is a new member
of the University's English department this quarter. She received a B.A. in journalism, an
M.A. inEnglish and a doctorate
in comparative literature all
from the University of Santo
Tomas in Manila, where she had
a full professorship until recently. She is currently teaching a
class on the literature of the Far
East and a class on world literature.
"IHAVE always been fascinated with Far Eastern literature, not only because I
am Fili-

pino, but because there is so
much that can be benefitted
from an understanding of it,"
she said. "Here in America,
there is a very narrow cultural
base consisting of British and
French and other European cultures, and there is very little intellectual contact with other cultures."
Dr. Rustia was referring to a
minimal amount of study being
done in the classroom on other
national literatures. She was
somewhat dismayed that her
students did not have prior
knowledge of these other national literatures, particularly
Spanish literature.
"We Filipinos are more Spanish than we care to admit because, after all, we inherited the
whole fabric of the Hispanidad

world when the Spanish conquerors were in the Philippines," she laughinglyexplained, "and that is why Iam
for Spanish literature."
"Thereshould be a mutual exchange of cultures. The Eastern
outlook on life is more spiritual
than that of Americans," Dr.
Rustia said. "Americans are
more concerned with material
values and that has some good
points. Both outlooks have some
goodpoints but it would be better if there were some sort of
an exchange between the two."
She also mentioned that she
was somewhat surprised at the
gap between old people and the
young here in America.
"In the Green Lake area,
where Ilive, Ihave noticed lots
of old people without young

Dr. Erlinda
Rustia
—photo by j. hotchkiss

Frosh student offers dance class
by Margaret Enos
"Since Iam unable to dance
myself at this time it gives me
great self-satisfaction to teach
dance," so explainedAnnie Hansen, freshman pre-major from
California, whois offering ballet
free of charge to all interested

students this quarter.
Classes have met every Wednesday from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in

the Connolly P.E. Center and
she hopes to continue next quarter. Ms. Hansen explained that
whether or not classes will continue depends upon the number
of students interested and the
availability of Connolly Center.
THE INITIAL enrollment this
fall consisted of 17 women students.The class is open to all depants this quarter.

people to help them around," responsibility to take care of us
she said. "In Asia, there is when we get old.
really
no alienation between the
"In fact, that is the reason we
Like many other young girls
and the young because of a came to America. My husband
she was encouraged by her old
family system. There and Iwanted to provide them
mother to take up dance. "As clannish
always someone to take care with broader perspectives and
is
Igot into it more Ifound that of the
old."
wider opportunities and not exIenjoyed expressing myself
actly
for our benefit."
through movement— and Ilove
"IN AMERICA, importance is
to perform."
given to the individual and in
Dr. Rustia will be teaching a
Three of the seven years she Asia, importance is given to class on the Russian novel next
spent training in ballet were communal welfare. But they quarter.
studied at the American School both can be overdone," Dr. Rusof dance inHollywood which she tia continued. "The Asian way
attended on a scholarship.
fosters ideas of give-and-take
a
explained
that and social responsibility but it
MS. HANSEN
self-reliance;
kills
the
American
because of muscular problems
she has decided to leave dance way is too alienating.
"Our way disciplines us and
for a period of time, but hopes
to return in an attempt to even- there seems to be a lack of it in
tually become a professional America. It is our moralresponsibility to help our children and
dancer.
In addition to offering classes we allow them to depend on us
a lot longer because we don't
to university students winter
quarter, Ms. Hansen plans to really want to force responsibillook into the possibility of teach- ity on them so soon," she said.
"Conversely, it is our children's
ing underprivileged children.
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Classified ads
FINALS COMING! Experienced tutor
in math or physics. Leave message
for Dick Telford, LA 2-9411.

CLEAN. 2 large bedrooms, modern,
fireplace, large garage and basement. EA 5-6331 after 6.

FURNISHED
■■■■(■■■■■■■HHl

tSmJBmM/mmm^K^^KH

PEECHEE Folder. Contains valuable
education notes. Call Linda Mlakar,
634-0503. Desperately needed. Reward.

HMHHH|jB|JHHJj[|H|

bachelor apts. near
S.U. $55. Utilities included. EA 469 16.

- ARCADIA

ST. PAUL

EXCELLENT location, walking distance to S.U., spacious well furnished 2-3 bdrm. apts., suitable groups,
$135-$150. Singles from $35. EA

■■■^^^^^^^^■■■■P
5-0221.
1965 CORVAIR Monza, automatic,
$250 or offer. 774-5338 after 6.

■fBHIBHaiJ^H^HH

Classified AdsGet
,MiResults
Call 626-6853

PRUDENTIAL Insurance Company
Sale Sales Mgmt. $200 weekly. Call

-

jjL|jTj|

Mr. Fernandez, MA 3-0484.

Sunfari.the Ist Class JETAir Travel
Club will be following the Huskies
to all the awaygames The optional

ground packages vary, but all
clude choice game tickets

in-

JTANFORI
$59.
14-15
OCT.

Ground Package

$30.

The flight to this crucial contest in- .
eludes a victory celebration flight
to RENO following the game

YTCf*

LAS VEGAS

OCT. 20-22

$94.

Ground

Package

plus

$45.

Only8 seats left as of October sth
We jet over to the L A Coliseum
Saturday morning returning to our
posh Las Vegas hotel immediately
following the game. *

OREGON
STATE
NOV. 4
$19.

Ground Package

Annie Hansen

Do your

thing
at

WSU

— photo byginny wolfe

NOV.18

Ground Package

$28.50
$28.00

ROSE
BOWL

SKI YODELIN
>

$19

DOUBLE CHAIRS

DEC. 30 JAN. 1 $69.50
$114.94

"Short Lift Lines"

Ground Package

SPECIAL
STUDENT RATE (with ID)

Includes 2 nights lodging. Grandstand seats at parade, box lunch.
New Years Eye cocktail party, reserved game tickets.

$4.50
$75.00
EASON PASS
1206) 973-2809

kLL DAY CHAIR

HYAK

1 mi. E. of Stevens Pass summit

■u£i^ES^D9B9X9

NBofC has an easier way
to track down expenses.
Is "The Case of the DisappearingFunds" your mystery? Solve it with an NBofC checking account. You
always know where you've spent your money, what
you've spent it on and how much you have left. It's
the easiest wayto trackdownexpenses. -»ttw^

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

iNiJV>

DEPOSITOR,
MEMBER F.D.I.C. » ACCOUNTS INSURED TO 520.000 EACH
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Join Sunfari today
Stretchingyour travel dollar is reason enough to loin Sunfari. but
once having flown on the club let.
you won t want to fly any other way
regardless of price. You must be a
member to fly so join today, and reserve your seat on one or all of the
1972 HUSKY FLIGHTS Annual
membership fees are $20.00 for a
family and $10 00 for a single
there are no dues'

Chieftains take down Utah Aggies
after Saturday's Houston victory
Throughout the second half of
The Chiefs played true to
Coach O'Connor's game plan the game, Houston failed to hit
Saturday, bringing home a 65-61 consistently and lost the ball to
win over the nationally ranked their opponents on more than a
Houston Cougars in S. U.s sea- few occasions.
There were several rough
son basketball preview.
moments
under the net in the
Rod Derline. the 64" Chief
going into last night's contest. guard, led the scoring for his second half, with the ball get25 points ting away and changing hands
GREG WILLIAM'S, S.U.s 6'B" team with a total of
several times after rebound atcenter, led the Chief's with 18 shot in.
tempts.
points, with Rod Derline hitTwo other Chieftains, Ron
Overall, the Chiefs seemed to
ting consistently from the cor- Howard and Greg Williams dominate the play, if not the
his
bringingin
during
14 for
ef- went into double figures
ner and
score in the latter portion of
forts.
the game.
the game, with Williams' hitJim Boatwright, Utah's 6'B"
The outstanding player for
the inside being balforward, was the high scorer for Houston was Dwight Jones, the ting from by
Derline's accuracy
anced
out
points
the Aggies, putting in 17
Cougar's 610" center, with a from the field.
throughout the game.
total of 17 points to his credit.
In J.V. action prior to the
The Aggies employed a very Jones is a former member of
effective 2-3 zone defense the 1972 Olympic basketball Houston game, the Papooses dethroughout the game, but lost team and was expected to be feated Ruth Realty by a score
on fouls in the closing seconds. the biggest scoring threat of 86-80. Jim Ferguson, the
squad captain, was the standthe Chiefs.
points.
UTAH CAME alive early in against
During the entire game, S.U. out with 22
the second half to lead for a
to contain the Cougars in 'layer
short time, only to lose it to the tried
FG FGA FT FTA RB PF TP
their
fast break strategy, while 3rosi, B
2 12 1- 2- 14 4 5
again.
Chiefs
Howard
5 II
10 3 10
attempting
at the same time
to
Both co-captains for the Chiefs play
Williams
8 14 4 4 6 4- 20
the
themselves
fast
break
II
Jerline
21 3 6 1
25
Greg Williams and Lenzy Stuart
ituarl
1 1 3
4 2 4" S
played outstanding games of- whenever possible.
3ross, D
■
1 " "
1 Co Captains Greg Williams ienneff
3 .
3
fensively and defensively.
In the J.V. game,the Papooses and Lenzy Stuart led the team HOUSTON
"layer
FG FGA FT FTA RB PF TP
defeatedtheir opponents, Seattle in doing exactly what their Edwards
4 10 2 2 6 2 10
Community College, by a score coach had asked for: controlling Mewtome
4 7 3 5 3 5 11
waiting
for
the
the ball and
lones
8 15 1 1 10 1 17
photoby ginny wclfe
of 95-78.
lonney
6 10 1 2 1-13
good
shots while forcing Hous- Hayes
Jim Ferguson, the high scorer
WILLIAMS, LAYING UP one of his 20 points in the
2" 4 " 2 4
GREG
7
8 2
of Saturday's contest, brought up ton to play the whole court in- )unbor
" 2 1 2 the Houston S.U. game played Saturday in the Arena. S.U.
Vesley
1 5
the lead with a total of 19 points. stead of dominating play under Hoster
1 2 2 2 2-4
took the game by a score of 65-61.
■'jruso
the boards.
4
2
The Chieftains faced another
3-0 record team and took them
down a notch last night in the
Coliseum by a score of 73-69.
The Chief's victims this time
took the form of Utah State's
Aggies, who were undefeated

-

-

—
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Ferry excursion
delightful

Pigskins lose to I Kai Ka in intramural fray

Last Saturday saw the final
Quarterback Cindy Paul led
An excursion by ferry boat is game the
women's intramural the IKai Ka's seige against the
one of the ever-changing scenic footballof season.
defending champs, the Pigskins
wonders of Puget Sound. Dense
fog, near misses with Japanese
freighters and that occasional
clear day elicit new wonder
from all but the most desensitized commuters.
On any day, you can cross
Puget Sound to Bainbridge
— Island in 40 minutes. Cost 85c.
A boat returns round trip or you
may want to poke around the
town. There are snack bars on
all the superferries or bring a
picnic.
A 50-minute trip to Bremerton
takes you into the Sound's back— a
waters. Points of interest
good bike shop downtown and
the new Bull and Bash Tavern
with a band and dance floor.It's
a block from the ferry terminal,
across the street from the bus

terminal.
A FOOT passenger excursion
ticket costs $1.50 and allows you
5 hours on the Kitsap Peninsula.
The USS Missouri, where World
War II was ended, is mothballed

in Puget Sound Naval Shipyard
and is open to the public in the

—

afternoon.
So, take your bike, which goes
photo by gfnny wolfe
free, or your knap sack, and
IN
THE
WOMEN'S
INTRAMURAL
football chamACTION
bus number 11 down Pike Street
pionship
played
Saturday.
game,
In
the
IKai
Ka defeated
dock,
superto the
and catch a
the Pigskins Revised by an official decision.
ferry for the day.

meetingfor all women interested
in learning the fundamentals of
handball and playing on the
handball ladder. The meeting is
scheduled for tomorrow at 3:30
in the intramurals office.
In co-rec volleyball,tomorrow
test, the officials resorted to night, Nu Chi Nu Chi will batcounting first downs. The offi- tle Pua Kalani; the Steilacoom
cials decided in favor of IKai Spikers will face H.1.5.; and
Ka.
Teem will play Keiki O Kalani.
All team rosters for men's
basketball must be turned into

Revised. At the end of the batscore stood at 6-6. Officials decided on a five-minute
sudden-death playoff to determine the winner. At the end of
this period, the score was still
tied. In order to end the contle, the

the intramurals office by tomorrow at 6 p.m.
Student numbers and signatures are required before the
roster will be accepted.

There will be a mandatory
scrimmage session for all teams
that will be participating in the
winter quarter league. The session is slated for Thursday, Dec.
7, in the North Court of the
Connolly P.E. Center. These
games will determine which
league each team will be competing in.
Women's basketball rosters
must be handed in to the intramurals office no later than
Thursday, Dec. 7.
All those interestedin refereeing intramural basketball games
must contact Ed Crafton in the
intramurals office by 4:30 p.m.
tomorrow.
Fran Rowley, former S.U.
handball player, will have a

Tickets required
Tickets will be required for
admission to this Friday's
game between S.U. and the
U.W. Huskies.
The tickets are available,
free of charge for students,
at the ticketoffice of theConnolly P.E. Center. Office
hours are from 9 a.m. to noon
and from 1-5:30 p.m.
The tickets should be secured as soon as possible, according to Pat Hayes, sports

information director.
Those interested in gaining
tickets for family and friends
should also purchase them as
soon as possible, as good
seats are rapidly disappearing, said Hayes.
The ticket office is located
in the northend of the center.

THE ACTION IS LIVELY AT CRYSTAL MOUNTAIN!
nHH|

*

For starters there are 5 double chair lifts, 1 T-bar and rope tows. There's day
and night skiing on the slopes which vary from gentle Quick Silver to Skid Road

and the the courageous, Exterminator lies waiting.

MBR**^

*

Special reduced rates arc available for weekday skiers. And for beginners, in-

Jg^~Jur!:.^^«LilM^^^jJ

structions are available.

dfe=2±S £3

Plus lots of friendly skiers, beautiful scenery, and local lodging, eateries, and
pubs for apres ski.

"T-J^
*
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YOU CANT FIND A MORE ENJOYABLE BARGAIN!
Snow Report Phone:

(206)

634-3771
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Newsbriefs

Spectrum of events

Christmas vacation rides
All students who are driving home for Christmas and those who
need a ride home are asked to contact the Referral Center so that
rides may be arranged.
The Referral Center is located in Liberal Arts building, room

Alpha Kappa Psi: Annual fall dinner 7:30 p.m. By invitation
initiation banquet at Windjam- only,
mer North. Cocktails 6:30 p.m.,

TODAY
Writers' Club: Meeting to discuss reorganization of Fragments and Writers' Club at 3

p.m. in Library 113.
Alpha Kappa Psi: Final meeting of quarter at 7 p.m. in

SHERIFF & THOMPSON

Library 112.

MOTOR WORK
BC V WORK
BRAKES
PAINTING
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
1130 Broadway
EA 4-6050
EA 4-6050

"We Repair All Makei"

Chieftain conference room.
Search: Organizational meeting at 8 p.m. in Fr. Maguire's
office.
Soccer team: Meeting at 6
All freshman women are invited to meet Santa in the Town p.m.
in the Astraturf room, ConGirls lounge, Bellarmine basement, tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
nolly Center. If possible, bring
Spurs, a sophomore women's service honorary, is sponsoring
$3.50 for Thursday banquet.
a Christmas party to which all freshman women are invited.
Refreshments will be served.
THURSDAY
V.D.'s: Meeting at 1 p.m. in

spur-frosh party

choir concert Thursday
S.U.s A'Capella Choir and Chieftain Chorale will salute Hawaii in a benefit concert on Thursday at 8 p.m. in Pigott Auditorium.
The choir repertoire will include baroque style music with solos
by Ethel Mays, Nancy Stapnes and Susan Besecker. The chorale
will perform such contemporary selections as "Everything's Com-

A Jlill X.ttlt'*'

former professor dies

IHYAK II

°
I

fj FLY TO YOUR FAVORITE
N YOUR OWN

RESORT^

PR|VATE JET!

ing Up Roses," "Shenandoah," "Dry Bones" and "Bye Bye Blues"
and will feature current folk-rock sung by Kevin Peterson, Dave
Kocharhook and Nancy Stapnes.
Tickets are available now from choir members. Admission at
the door will be $1 for students, $2 for adults.

Fr. William Agnew, S.J., a former S.U. philosophy instructor,
died in Spokanerecently after a long illness.

Thursday's edition of The Spectator will be the last issue of
the quarter. Information for that issue should be brought to the
third floor newsroom by 1 p.m. tomorrow.

iHtl

and women in the February

the night visitor

/|F IlAKE TAHOf

Ext
337 in
LAI. Ml
111 Seattle
JCaillC for
lUI

r m
mt

details

who commits several murders and leaves clues to incriminate
someone else.
The film also stars Trevor Howard, Per Oscarsson and Liv
Ullman and it features a musical score by Henry Mancini.
Admissionis 65 cents and the event is sponsored by the ASSU.

COMPLETE GROUND PACKAGE AVAILABLE

march i24
COMPLETE GROUND PACKAGE AVAILABLE

L ■

OCS class Phone 624 2902

"The Night Visitor," a film directed by Laslo Benedek, will be
shown inPigott Auditorium tomorrow at 8 p.m.It is a gothic-tinged
tale of revenge filmed in the northernmost tip of Sweden. Max von
Sydow stars in the title role of an escapee from an insane asylum
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There s more than a shade of
difference to Heidelberg Alt.
s's a true' neav y-brewed,
%

highly hopped beverage.
A dark beer of more daring
character brewed in
America to European
standards of excellence.

Look for Heidelberg Alt at
better specialty shops,
grocery stores and taverns.
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package available

can now 885-1228
SUNFARI AIR TRAVEL CLUB
ifl'oo -130th NE . Bellf.'"- -.V.:
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Publication will resume Jan. 9. All information for that issue
should be in the newsroom by 1p.m. Jan. 8.
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Fr. Agnew taught philosophy here in 1960 and again from 1965-
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